change, and little by little he would come to a full understanding of his situation -that is to say, of Black, of White, of the case, of everything that concerns him. '' Instead, Blue throws the book aside in disgust and goes out for a walk, not realizing '' that this is the beginning of the end. ' ' The difficulties posed by Walden to Blue, and any number of readers from  to the present day, derive largely from its refusal to ground itself in a stable terminology. As Stanley Cavell points out, '' the writer of Walden is not counting on being believed ; on the contrary, he converts the problem or condition of belief into a dominant subject of his experiment. ''# The book's canonical status is inextricably bound up with its near unreadability, which in turn accounts for its '' all but inevitable neglect, ''$ to quote Cavell again. Walden avoids identifying itself with any recognizable genre : it glides from spiritual confession to speculative linguistics, from wilderness narrative to jeremiad, from pastiche epic to heroic apologia, from fable to social history. In the process, the literal and metaphorical are insistently confused :
Not that I wanted beans to eat, for I am by nature a Pythagorean, so far as beans are concerned, whether they mean porridge or voting, and exchanged them for rice ; but, perchance, as some must work in fields if only for the sake of tropes and expression, to serve a parable-maker one day.%
The vagaries of Thoreau's approach particularly infuriated Emerson, who in his Journal compared him to '' the woodgod who solicits the wandering poet & draws him into antres vast & desarts idle, & bereaves him of his memory, & leaves him naked, plaiting vines & with twigs in his hands. Very seductive are the first steps from the town to the woods, but the End is want & madness. ''& For Emerson a crisis ought to result not in a dispersal of the self, but a rediscovery of one's origins : '' We must hold hard, '' he writes in '' Experience, '' '' to this poverty, however scandalous, and by more vigorous self-recoveries, after the sallies of action, possess our axis more firmly. ''' Walden rejects this archetypal romantic narrative of return, insisting instead on a continuous and paradoxical tension between what can and cannot be known : '' At the same time that we are earnest to explore and learn all things, we require that all things be mysterious and unexplorable, that land and sea be infinitely wild, unsurveyed and unfathomed by us because unfathomable '' (W -). It is, therefore, impossible to identify the stages of the quest for selfhood that Walden promises to enact. Far from conclusively proving the virtues of self-reliance, Walden reveals the impossibility of abstracting from the experiences it describes. Its relentless contradictions and evasions, its elaborate metaphorical expansions and sudden shifts of register, make it virtually impossible to know how to respond to its propositions. In this it closely resembles the reading experience offered by Fanshawe's notebook at the end of The New York Trilogy :
All the words were familiar to me, and yet they seemed to have been put together strangely, as though their final purpose was to cancel each other out. I can think of no other way to express it. Each sentence erased the sentence before it, each paragraph made the next paragraph impossible. It is odd, then, that the feeling that survives from the notebook is one of great lucidity. It is as if Fanshawe knew his final work had to subvert every expectation I had for it. These were not the words of a man who regretted anything. He had answered the question by asking another question, and therefore everything remained open, unfinished, to be started again. (NYT -) We are told nothing specific of the contents or genre of this work, yet like Walden -at least in Blue's frustrated reading of it -this elusive text also seems to be '' about nothing at all. '' The protean methodology adopted by the Thoreau persona in Walden and by Fanshawe in his red notebook can be seen as directly challenging Emerson's belief in '' self-recovery. '' Both Walden and the red notebook articulate visions of '' poverty '' less open than Emerson's to the recuperative forces of integration. Fanshawe refuses to emerge from his locked room, and threatens the narrator with a gun when he attempts to break down the door. Though Thoreau counsels his readers to '' simplify, simplify '' (W ), his own '' extra-vagant '' (W ) word-plays embody a linguistic doubleness that mirrors society's schizophrenic demands : '' For the most part, we are not where we are, but in a false position. Through an infirmity of our natures, we suppose a case, and put ourselves into it, and hence are in two cases at the same time, and it is doubly difficult to get out '' (W ). In Ghosts, Blue cannot work out whether his employer White or his quarry Black poses the greater threat ; he remembers these lines from Walden which perfectly express his situation, '' thwarted in front and hemmed in on the rear '' (NYT ). The first novel in the trilogy, City of Glass, offers an even more dramatic instance of the extent to which any situation must '' admit of more than one interpretation '' (W ). The crime novelist turned detective, Quinn, is required to track down and tail Peter Stillman senior. He is given a photograph and informed that Stillman will be arriving at Grand Central Station on the . from Poughkeepsie. Quinn has no trouble recognizing Stillman as a stooping, seedily dressed man in his sixties. Before setting off in pursuit, he glances over the rest of the crowd '' to be doubly sure he had made no mistakes '' :
What happened then defied explanation. Directly behind Stillman, heaving into view just inches behind his right shoulder, another man stopped, took a lighter out of his pocket, and lit a cigarette. His face was the exact twin of Stillman's. For a second Quinn thought it was an illusion, a kind of aura thrown off by the electromagnetic currents in Stillman's body. But no, this other Stillman moved, breathed, blinked his eyes ; his actions were clearly independent of the first Stillman. The second Stillman had a prosperous air about him. He was dressed in an expensive suit ; his shoes were shined ; his white hair was combed ; and in his eyes there was the shrewd look of a man of the world. He, too, was carrying a single bag : an elegant black suitcase, about the same size as the other Stillman's.
Quinn craves '' an amoeba's body, wanting to cut himself in half and run off in two directions at once, '' for he is literally '' in two cases at the same time. '' Both Thoreau and Auster are obsessively concerned with the powers of solitude to convert the socially induced anxieties of self-division into the creative forces of self-awareness. In their writings, solitude is frequently presented as enabling a dream-like schism of the self that allows one to follow, so to speak, both Stillmans at once. In the chapter on '' Solitude '' in Walden, Thoreau remarks that when alone he becomes '' sensible of a certain doubleness by which I can stand as remote from myself as from another '' :
However intense my experience, I am conscious of the presence and criticism of a part of me, which, as it were, is not a part of me, but spectator, sharing no experience, but taking note of it ; and that is no more I than it is you. When the play, it may be the tragedy, of life is over, the spectator goes his way. It was a kind of fiction, a work of the imagination only, so far as he was concerned. This doubleness may easily make us poor neighbors and friends sometimes. (W )
Auster's '' The Book of Memory '' in The Invention of Solitude operates according to the same principle. In a  interview, Auster revealed that he spent months attempting to write these autobiographical reflections in the first person, to no avail : '' The more deeply I descended into the material, the more distanced I became from it. In order to write about myself, I had to treat myself as though I were someone else. ''( For Auster as for Thoreau, solitude fundamentally alters the relationship between reading, writing, and living, between the text and the world, for, while '' every book is an image of solitude, '') '' The Book of Memory '' is also, like Walden and A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, a crazy quilt of others' writings, a palimpsest of memories, anecdotes, and quotations. In a later interview, Auster explained how in '' The Book of Memory '' he was trying to explore '' both sides of the word ' solitude. ' I felt as though I were looking down to the bottom of myself, and what I found there was more than just myself -I found the world '' (RN ).* In a similar vein Thoreau cheerfully declares : '' I have a great deal of company in my house ; especially in the morning, when nobody calls '' (W ).
Paradoxically, then, solitude, rather than offering a stable grounding of experience in a single autobiographical discourse, is construed by Thoreau and Auster as a means of connecting with the world through multiple, metamorphic selves. Only by losing ourselves, Thoreau argues in '' The Village '', can we realize '' the infinite extent of our relations '' (W ). Thoreau removes to the woods in search of '' the essential facts of life, '' determined '' to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest terms, and, if it proved to be mean, why then to get the whole and genuine meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the world ; or if it were sublime, to know it by experience, and be able to give a true account of it in my next excursion '' (W ). Yet life proves unknowable, irreducible, neither mean nor sublime, but both. Thoreau discovers that Walden Pond has '' a reasonably tight bottom '' (W ) and its greatest depth is '' exactly one hundred and two feet, '' yet the pond is also '' God's Drop '' (W ), '' earth's eye '' (W ), '' sky water '' (W ), '' made deep and pure for a symbol '' (W ). Rather than the '' essential facts of life, '' Thoreau discovers in solitude, or rather in the process of writing his solitude, a figurative space capable of accommodating both the mean and the From there his mind drifted off to the accounts he had read of Melville's last years -the taciturn old man working in the New York customs house, with no readers, forgotten by everyone. Then, suddenly, with great clarity and precision, he saw Bartleby's window and the blank brick wall before him. (NYT -) Like William Wilson, Melville's Bartleby"% is terminally polarized, at war with his own body. His gradual self-starvation shadows Quinn's equally extreme refusals and mortifications, undertaken in the hope of liberating the spiritual from the physical : '' He did not want to starve himself to death -and he reminded himself of this every day -he simply wanted to leave himself free to think of the things that truly concerned him '' (NYT ).
The radical disjunctions and inner conflicts enacted in the narratives of '' Bartleby '' and '' William Wilson '' register in City of Glass as cautionary tales that illustrate what happens to those unable to live with their own uncertainties. In Ghosts, on the other hand, Auster explores the ways in which American Renaissance writers attempted to negotiate the forces of self-division inherent in mid-nineteenth-century economic and cultural relations."& Exasperated by his inconclusive assignment, one day Blue dresses up as a tramp by the name of Jimmy Rose, a local character he remembers from his childhood. As Jimmy Rose he is '' not a scrofulous down-and-outer so much as a wise fool, a saint of penury living in the margins of society '' (NYT ). Like Bartleby, Melville's Jimmy Rose, in the  short story of that name, is condemned to the '' margins of society, '' but he manages to find ways of balancing the conflicting aspects of his identity. He avoids Bartleby's suicidal endgame by accepting the compromises entailed by his financial ruin. The narrator is astonished when he meets Jimmy Rose twenty-five years after his '' clean smash '' :"'
He whom I expected to behold -if behold at all -dry, shrunken, meagre, cadaverously fierce with misery and misanthropy -amazement ! the old Parisian roses bloomed in his cheeks. And yet poor as any rat. (HM -)
Jimmy Rose has adapted to his diminished circumstances as best he could, and the wallpaper with which the story begins and ends serves as an emblem for his ability to accommodate these melancholy but unfatal contradictions :
And every time I look at the wilted resplendence of those proud peacocks on the wall, I bethink me of the withering change in Jimmy's once resplendent pride of state. But still again, every time I gaze upon those festoons of perpetual roses, mid which the faded peacocks hang, I bethink me of those undying roses which bloomed in ruined Jimmy's cheek. (HM )
Analogously, it is by pretending to be a wise fool that Blue avoids Quinn's disintegration into a scrofulous down-and-outer. Self-division becomes a source of comedy rather than tragedy. If Auster again uses nineteenthcentury American literature as a means of figuring the interplay of competing selves, the anecdotes and allusions incarnate a wholly different He imagines himself somewhere else, far away from here, walking through the woods and swinging an axe over his shoulder. Alone and free, his own man at last. He would build his life from the bottom up, an exile, a pioneer, a pilgrim in the new world. But that is as far as he gets. For no sooner does he begin to walk through these woods in the middle of nowhere than he feels that Black is there too, hiding behind some tree, stalking invisibly through some thicket, waiting for Blue to lie down and close his eyes before sneaking up on him and slitting his throat. (NYT -)
Detective and wilderness discourses incongruously merge to create a ludicrous parody of Thoreau's figurative frontier and the exhilarating range of tropes it affords the self. For it is Thoreau's multiple layerings and contradictions that allow Walden to evade the constraints of the various terminologies he exploits. Although Thoreau is consciously acting out the central American myth that stipulates one can only achieve selfhood by immersion in the wilderness, he continually blurs both this narrative and its familiar implications. By allowing the book's structure to be determined by the seasons, Thoreau seems to abdicate responsibility to forces beyond him, eliding the active into the passive. For all his moral earnestness, the lofty rejections, the vatic exhortations, the severe disciplines ('' think of dashing the hopes of a morning with a cup of warm coffee, or of an evening with a dish of tea ! Ah, how low I fall when I am "( Nathaniel Hawthorne, Selected Tales and Sketches (London : Penguin,  (first published )), .
tempted by them ! '' (W )), Thoreau seems above all concerned to elude definition, to escape being imprisoned within the various myths and rhetorics he appropriates. Thoreau may, as Auster suggests in '' Portrait of an Invisible Man, '' have '' exil[ed] himself in order to find out where he was '' (IS ), but only so he might move on from there : '' I left the woods for as good a reason as I went there. Perhaps it seemed to me that I had several more lives to live, and could not spend any more time for that one '' (W ). Walden offers us no final perspective that makes triumphant sense of Thoreau's experiment, and he advises readers against attempting anything too similar themselves : '' I would not have anyone adopt my mode of living on any account '' (W ). As hero of his own book, Thoreau is thus at once exemplary and inimitable, while his life in the woods, rather than defining a solid basis for action, is only justified by its provisionality : '' Perhaps if I lived there much longer, '' he ruminates in a Journal entry of January , '' I might live there forever. One would think twice before he accepted heaven on such terms. ''") Thoreau's clarion calls for spiritual reform, for constant self-awareness, for abstinence, belie a certain arbitrariness that permeates his presentation of his enterprise. How, for instance, are we to respond to the reference he makes to chance when describing the first night he spent in his cabin, '' which, by accident, was on Independence Day, or the Fourth of July,  '' (W ) ? Is this the dry wit of a national redeemer, or a disarming disclaimer ? And if we are not to follow Thoreau's example, what exactly are we supposed to do ? It is this confusion which allows critics like Sacvan Bercovitch to argue that Walden, rather than radically challenging the dominant political culture, merely updates the analogies between moral, spiritual, and material progress first sanctioned by the doctrines of Puritanism, while such as Lawrence Buell now claim Thoreau as America's first eco-saint, a prophetic defender of the wilderness against the encroachments of capital."* The book's '' obscurity '' (W ), to use Thoreau's own term, seems to encourage any number of conflicting readings, as Emerson first pointed out in a Journal entry : '' The trick of his rhetoric is soon learned ; it consists in substituting for the obvious word & thought its diametrical antagonist … It makes me nervous and wretched to read it '' (JMN  -). These contradictions may be seen as emerging out of what Auster defines in an interview as Thoreau's '' passionate excess '' (RN ). In the economy of Walden however, the excess of Thoreau's figurations is dependent on the deprivation of his body : '' I believe that every man who has ever been earnest to preserve his higher or poetic faculties has been particularly inclined to abstain from animal food, and from much food of any kind '' (W -). Auster's characters are also prone to pursuing illumination through the rituals of self-denial. Like Thoreau, '' by accident '' they find themselves declaring independence and embracing the austere via negativa of the American hermit.
Auster's protagonists are persistently driven to embrace '' a primitive and frontier life, though in the midst of an outward civilization '' (W ). Quinn's assignment in City of Glass soon develops into a Thoreauvian quest for '' spiritual grace '' (RN ) that involves ever more extreme forms of asceticism.#! Quinn is eventually reduced to the barest essentials, holed up in an alley, hardly eating or sleeping, and sheltering from the weather in a large metal garbage bin. It is at this point that he begins '' to understand the true nature of solitude '' (NYT ). He spends most of his time watching the sky, noting each shift in conditions as thoroughly as the '' self-appointed inspector of snowstorms and rainstorms '' (W ):
He became familiar with the cirrus, the cumulus, the stratus, the nimbus, and all their various combinations, watching for each one in its turn, and seeing how the sky would change under its influence. Clouds, too, introduced the matter of colour, and there was a wide range to contend with, spanning from black to white, with an infinity of greys between. These all had to be investigated, measured, and deciphered. (NYT )
Quinn gives up writing about the case in his journal, and instead notes down observations '' about the stars, the earth, his hopes for mankind. '' His words no longer seem to belong to him ; they seem instead wholly dispersed, '' a part of the world at large, as real and specific as a stone, or a lake, or a flower '' (NYT ).
The narrator of Moon Palace, Marco Stanley Fogg, is also driven to discard his possessions and repudiate society. Like Thoreau seeking out '' the hidden advantage that each deprivation produced, ''#" Fogg is determined to interpret his successive humiliations and terrible hunger pangs as '' spiritual initiations, as obstacles that had been thrown across my path to test my faith in myself. If I learned how to overcome them, I would eventually reach a higher stage of consciousness '' (MP ). Evicted from his apartment, down to his last few dollars, Fogg takes up residence in Central Park where he scrounges food from litter baskets and ponders the Higher Laws. '' Once you throw your life to the winds, '' he asserts, '' you will discover things you had never known before, things that cannot be learned under any other circumstances '' (MP ). He too experiences the double consciousness of solitude, the pure detachment of the selfexiled : '' This is human loneliness, I said to myself. This is what it means to have no one. I was not angry anymore, however, and I thought these words with a kind of brutal candor, an absolute objectivity '' (MP ). But whereas Quinn and Blue found themselves in stories whose generic conventions relentlessly widen and finally dissolve into the imponderables of metaphysics, Fogg manages to return from his moon-voyaging to the narratives of national history and myth. On the verge of starvation, Fogg falls asleep and begins to dream of Indians :
It was  years ago, and I saw myself following a group of half-naked men through the forests of Manhattan. It was a strangely vibrant dream, relentless and exact, filled with bodies darting among the light-dappled leaves and branches. A soft wind poured through the foliage, muffling the footsteps of the men, and I went on following them in silence, moving as nimbly as they did, with each step feeling that I was closer to understanding the spirit of the forest.
(MP )
He wakes from this dream-induction to discover he has been rescued by his two friends, Zimmer and Kitty Wu. Kitty is wearing a Navaho headband, and Fogg is initially convinced that she is Pocahontas. '' He has repudiated all regular modes of getting a living, and seems inclined to lead a sort of Indian life among civilized men, '' Hawthorne wrote of Thoreau in The American Notebooks.## Auster has suggested this '' sums up [Thoreau's] project better than anything else '' (RN ). During the period in which Moon Palace is set (-), Thoreau's example and writings were frequently invoked by apologists for the counter-culture as a precedent for their experiments and defiances.#$ While the violent aspects of frontier initiation were being re-enacted in Vietnam, Thoreau's spiritual internalization of the pioneer spirit - '' Explore thyself '' (W ) -served as a paradigm for all those travelling to the beat of a different drum, to borrow the best known reworking of a Thoreauvian aphorism.#% In his recent memoir, Hand to Mouth, Auster narrates his own experience of this period as a series of economic failures and political refusals roughly equivalent to those described in Moon Palace. His identity seems mainly predicated on his '' need to affirm myself as an outsider, '' and his '' downfall '' derives from his attempts to preserve his personal integrity at all costs :
My life would be good if and only if I stuck to my guns and refused to give in. Art was holy, and to follow its call meant making any sacrifice that was demanded of you, maintaining your purity of purpose to the bitter end.#& At the same time Auster is uneasily aware that it is exactly these exemplary acts of resistance which have helped win for him the institutional status that enables him to present these failures as an integral part of this American success story. '' So much for selling out, '' (HA ) the memoir concludes, dubiously punning on moral and economic values, just as Thoreau does throughout Walden.#' '' I simply wish to refuse allegiance to the State, to withdraw and stand aloof from it effectually, '' Thoreau proclaims in '' Resistance to Civil Government '' ; '' In fact, I quietly declare war with the state, after my fashion. '' recognize the individual as a higher and independent power from which all its own power and authority are derived '' (RP ). Brown is praised for a variety of other Thoreauvian virtues -not eating much, self-culture, surviving in the wilderness, and being considered insane by the majority of his fellow countrymen. A further sign of his genius is his ability to create his own solitude wherever he goes : like Thoreau running '' the gauntlet '' of the inhabitants of Concord on his visits to the village (W ), or Fogg '' blending into the environment '' in Central Park (MP ), Brown is adept at preserving his separateness ; he '' becomes a hermit in the thoroughfares of the market-place '' (RP ). While Thoreau's rhetorical elusiveness brilliantly exemplifies this ideal of political and social standoffishness, it has also meant that even his most overtly polemical writings can be appropriated in the name of widely divergent causes.#* Thoreau was himself, in Emerson's words, '' not only unrepresented in actual politics, but almost equally opposed to every class of reformers '' (LBS  ). Emerson also frequently worried about the dangers posed to the self's integrity by reform movements, and always #* Buell, for instance, notes that during one ten-year span from the mid-sixties to the midseventies '' Thoreau was acclaimed as the first hippie by a nudist magazine, recommended as a model for disturbed teenagers, cited by the Viet Cong in broadcasts urging American GI's to desert, celebrated by environmentalist activists as ' one of our first preservationists, ' and embraced by a contributor to the John Birch Society magazine as ' our greatest reactionary. ' American astronauts named a moon site after Walden ; a Thoreau button was sold in San Francisco ; several housing developments were named after him ; the Kimberley-Clark Corporation marketed a new grade of paper as ' Thoreau vellum ' ; a rock opera and a black comedy were written about him, as well as the highly successful play The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail. A Boston paper considered it news when a Playboy girl of the month confessed her love for Thoreau, and the journal Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality printed a page of quotations entitled ' Thoreau on Sex. ' Allen Ginsberg, Martin Luther King, Jr., B. F. Skinner, and Rod McKuen all paid homage to him '' (Buell, ).
insisted on the '' paramount duties of self-reliance '' (EL ). He was more willing than Thoreau, however, to try to sift the good from the bad ; in his lecture '' New England Reformers, '' delivered in , he evenly observes :
With this din of opinion and debate, there was a keener scrutiny of institutions and domestic life than any we had known, there was sincere protesting against existing evils, and there were changes of employment dictated by conscience. No doubt, there was plentiful vaporing, and cases of backsliding might occur. But in each of these movements emerged a good result, a tendency to the adoption of simpler methods, and an assertion of the sufficiency of the private man. (EL )
Thoreau, on the other hand, trenchantly attributed all enthusiasm for reform to '' some obscure, and perhaps unrecognized private grievance '' (RP ):
Now, if anything ail a man so that he does not perform his functions ; especially if his digestion is poor, though he may have considerable nervous strength left ; if he has failed in all his undertakings hitherto ; if he has committed some heinous sin and partially repents, what does he do ? He sets about reforming the world.
Thoreau is anxious is his essay on Brown to insist on his hero's indifference to all institutions and movements : '' This man was an exception, for he did not set up even a political graven image between him and his God '' (RP ).
It is with John Brown -as well as Irving's Ichabod Crane -that the writer Peter Aaron initially compares Benjamin Sachs at their first meeting in Auster's Leviathan :
In spite of his ridiculous get-up, there was something fierce in his eyes, an intensity that quelled any desire to laugh at him. He resembled Ichabod Crane, perhaps, but he was also John Brown, and once you got past his costume and his gangly basketball forward's body, you began to see an entirely different sort of person : a man who missed nothing, a man with a thousand wheels turning in his head. (L ) Thoreau, however, soon emerges as Sachs's ultimate exemplar. Like Fogg, Sachs's '' challenge to the American way '' (MP ) is based on the principle of refusal. Called up for service in the US Army in , Sachs, rather than fleeing to Canada or Europe, opts to stand trial and go to jail. '' If I had to sum up his attitude towards his own beliefs, '' Aaron muses :
I would begin by mentioning the Transcendentalists of the nineteenth century. Thoreau was his model, and without the example of Civil Disobedience, I doubt that Sachs would have turned out as he did. I'm not just talking about prison now, but a whole approach to life, an attitude of remorseless inner vigilance. Once, when Walden came up in conversation, Sachs confessed to me that he wore a beard ' because Henry David had worn one ' -which gave me a sudden insight into how deep his admiration was. As I write these words now, it occurs to me that they both lived the same number of years. Thoreau died at forty-four, and Sachs wouldn't have passed him until next month. I don't suppose there's anything to be made of this coincidence, but it's the kind of thing that Sachs always liked, a small detail to be noted for the record. (L )
By grounding Sachs's opposition in the Thoreauvian tradition of civil disobedience, Auster creates a context for his resistance within the overall development of American history. During his seventeen months in prison, Sachs composes his first novel, The New Colossus, set in America between  and , and featuring a vast range of historical and fictional characters -Emma Lazarus (from whose poem on the Statue of Liberty Sachs's title is borrowed), Sitting Bull, Huckleberry Finn, Emerson, Buffalo Bill Cody, Ishmael, Walt Whitman, Raskolnikov … Thoreau, though dead fourteen years when the book opens, seems yet to be its presiding spirit. In the Friday chapter of A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, he laments : '' the land is lost sight of, the compass varies, and mankind mutiny ; and still history accumulates like rubbish before the portals of nature. ''$! Sachs's The New Colossus further develops this prophecy. Ellery Channing and Emma Lazarus visit Walden Pond together. As a parting present Channing gives Lazarus a parcel containing his book on Thoreau and Thoreau's pocket compass :
It's a beautiful moment, very sensitively handled by Sachs, and it plants an important image in the reader's head that will recur in any number of guises throughout the book. Although it isn't said in so many words, the message couldn't be clearer. America has lost its way. Thoreau was the one man who could read the compass for us, and now that he is gone, we have no hope of finding ourselves again. (L -)
Emerson declared of Thoreau that '' he did not feel himself except in opposition '' (LBS  ). Sachs's life is similarly determined by his search for ways of undermining authority and institutions. The New Colossus is dominated by Sachs's '' anger against America, anger against political hypocrisy, anger as a weapon to destroy national myths '' (L ). We learn less of his unfinished second novel, Leviathan, written while Sachs was '' living like a hermit in the woods '' (L ) of New England, but its title suggests that this book was also fundamentally concerned with matters of state.$" In the end, however, the iconoclastic Sachs realizes his perfect mode of self-expression lies not in creating books, but in destroying the political images that stand between him and his God, or rather Goddess. With a third of Leviathan written, Sachs goes for a walk in the woods -without a compass (L ) -and gets lost. Next morning he is picked up by a young truck driver. On a back road they stop to help a man whose car appears to have broken down. Far from welcoming their assistance, he shoots the truck driver dead, and is, in turn, killed by Sachs who smashes him on the head with a baseball bat. Sachs discovers that the man he has killed, Reed Dimaggio, belongs to a left-wing ecology group. Dimaggio is an eco-terrorist -'' a crazed idealist, a believer in a cause, a person who had dreamed of changing the world … He and Sachs had stood for the same things '' (L ). He finds in Dimaggio's car a suitcase full of bombmaking equipment and a bowling bag containing $,. Sachs at first attempts to redeem himself by fulfilling the social responsibilities that Dimaggio had neglected. He tracks down Dimaggio's ex-wife, insinuates himself into her household, and becomes a surrogate father to their child. He hopes his conduct will '' embody an ideal of goodness that would put him in an altogether different relation with himself '' (L ).
Thoreauvian idealists like Dimaggio and Sachs can only achieve this '' different relation, '' however, through opposition and solitude. Contemplating the drawing of the Statue of Liberty on the cover of his own novel, The New Colossus, in a book store, Sachs suddenly understands his mission : he realizes he is at last '' ready to march out into the wilderness and spread the word, ready to begin all over again '' (L ). He renounces domesticity, and decides to dedicate his life to blowing up as many as possible of the  or so scale-model replicas of the Statue of Liberty that adorn public spaces across America. This programme of mini-terrorism, of civil disobedience, is to remind the nation of its failure to live up to its own principles. The Phantom of Liberty's accompanying messages combine, in Thoreauvian fashion, exhortatory rhetoric and puzzling conundrums : '' Wake up, America. It's time to start practicing what you preach … Each person is alone, and therefore we have nowhere to turn but to each other … We exist in the present only to the degree that we put our faith in the future '' (L -). The demolished Statues of Liberty represent the ideals from which America has fallen, a betrayal that is $" Auster is probably alluding not only to Hobbes, but to George Oppen's poem '' Leviathan '' whose opening lines derive from '' The Declaration of Independence '' : '' Truth also is the pursuit of it : \ Like happiness, and it will not stand '' (George Oppen, Collected Poems (New York : New Directions, ), . Thoreau's linguistic wandering unsettles like the loon in '' Brute Neighbors '' who mocks Thoreau's attempts to predict his movements. It is the primary means by which he hopes to '' wake [his] neighbors up '' (W ). The indeterminate range of Walden's possible meanings compels us '' to witness our own limits transgressed '' (W ), which, in turn, makes us realize '' the necessity of being forever on the alert '' (W ). For Walden insists we be aware that '' [e]verything, in some sense, can be read as a gloss on everything else '' (IS ). The thawing bank of '' Spring, '' for instance, which occasions Thoreau's hypotheses on the relations of lobe, drop, lip, labium, lapse, (W ) serves to illustrate '' the principle of all the operations of Nature. '' Language, Thoreau suggests, may encode similarities between these operations. It is just this possibility which obsesses the older Peter Stillman in City of Glass. Stillman's doctoral thesis concerned the work of the fictitious Henry Dark -supposedly for a time secretary to Milton -who emigrated to the New World in . His only surviving pamphlet, The New Babel, argues that in America language will finally be redeemed from its fallen state, and heaven and earth be reunited. In the hope of fulfilling this prediction, Stillman imprisons his infant son for nine years in a boardedup room, believing the younger Stillman will naturally begin to speak this pure Utopian language. Eventually the older Stillman's mad scheme is exposed, and he is sent to an insane asylum. On his release, however, he immediately takes up his project again : he spends his days collecting debris from the streets and invents new names for each find, '' words that will correspond to the things '' (NYT ). The routes he follows on his walks also spell out his undertaking : Quinn traces the course of Stillman's wanderings in his notebook, and finds they resemble the words   .$% However, when Quinn asks for an example of this new, primary language, Stillman refuses : '' I'm sorry, but that won't be possible. It's my secret, you understand '' (NYT ).
Stillman's Utopian fantasies derive from his consuming desire -shared with Sachs and Thoreau -that vision and expression be fused, even if the resultant work must remain either wholly private, or indistinguishable from life itself. '' The true poem is not that which the public read, '' Thoreau argues in A Week :
There is always a poem not printed on paper, coincident with the production of this, stereotyped in the poet's life. It is what he has become through his work. Not how is the idea expressed in stone, or on canvass or paper, is the question, but how far it has obtained form and expression in the life of the artist. His true work will not stand in any prince's gallery.
My life has been the poem I would have writ, But I could not both live and utter it.
(WK )
It is this compulsion constantly to refigure the relations and divisions between living and writing that underlies the long gestation of Walden, and accounts for the book's kaleidoscopic multiplicity that so baffles Blue in Ghosts, and rendered Emerson so '' nervous and wretched ''. Equally, Auster's self-reflexive narrative strategies repeatedly illustrate the im-$% The detective in Paul Auster's Squeeze Play has nine prints of Breughel's Tower of Babel on the walls of his office. '' When I discover a good thing, '' he explains, '' I like to hang on to it '' (HA ). The letter-like shapes traced by Stillman allude also to the mysterious letters discovered by Arthur Gordon Pym in the Antarctica in Poe's The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket.
possibility of separating autobiography from fiction, or vice versa. '' My dear Henry, '' Emerson wrote in a mock letter to Thoreau in his Journal, '' A frog was made to live in a swamp, but a man was not made to live in a swamp. Yours ever, R '' (JMN  ). Neither Thoreau nor Auster can resist exploring that swamp in search of its mysterious '' solid bottom '' (W ), and as part of this process each is driven to relate the dizzying inventions of solitude.
